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product Modwall
recap The company’s VP of R&D created 
an affordable, flexible interior wall sys-
tem that controls acoustics: a reconfigu-
rable box-in-box post-and-beam module 
insulated by a sustainable, plant-based 
alternative. kovaproducts.com

product Strip
recap The company founder’s pleated-
look stone panels, shown in Cecilia 
Gold limestone, perfectly evince the 
company’s ethos of transforming natu-
ral materials into architectural art-
works. borrowedearthcollaborative.com

product Malden
recap Bringing a minimalist touch to a 
utilitarian fixture typology, the HGTV 
star conjured a modern Scandi-style 
ceiling fan in matte black, matte white, 
or dove gray with a three-speed 
reversible motor. Cool! hunterfan.com

product Aperture
recap Knuckle-duster knobs, handles, 
and appliance pulls from the studio 
owner are ideal for retrofit applications: 
The hardware’s wide enough to cover 
most mounting holes, eliminating the 
need to refinish existing millwork.  
neststudiocollection.com

product Thin
recap Available in straight and wavy for-
mats, KEM Studio’s slender 9mm-thick 
recycled-plastic baffles are ultra-light-
weight and visually airy, looking more 
like hanging fabric panels than stocky 
sound-absorbing felt planks. loftwall.com

product Foyer
recap U.S.-made marble-look porcelain 
tile celebrating the manufacturer’s cen-
tennial comes in classic black or white—
or choose this beautifully mottled  
mix: the designers’ favorite colorway, 
dubbed Contrast. americanolean.com

product Arcobaleno
recap A decorative veneer made of re-
constituted wood is suitable for surfaces 
large or small, straight or curved; colors 
gradually blend into one another, form-
ing a rainbow effect the designer de-
scribes as “psychedelic and pop.” alpi.it

product Air
recap Made from 100 percent recyclable 
glass and aluminum via a solar-energy-
powered production process, the Milanese 
architect’s bidirectional pivot-door system 
eschews structural elements like jambs and 
frames for a minimalist flush, full-height 
look. rimadesio.it/en 
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